
Please note we will be 
using Menti for live 
discussion.
To participate, please 
use your internet 
browser on computer 
or phone. Thanks!



Getting Graphic in Your 
Library: 

Pursuing and Promoting 
Graphic Novels in Higher 

Education
Michelle Mitchell (she, her, hers)
Adam Saunders (he, him, his)
Aron Efimenko (he, him, his)



× Student body demographic*:
1. Men: 51.4%; Women: 48.6%

2. White: 60.8%; Black or African American 20.3%; Hispanic/Latinx: 7.4%× Large population of first generation and non-traditional students× Relatively small SUNY college× Large student population from local rural and downstate inner city × Little emphasis on liberal arts × Ag. And Tech. Campus

*Data is from NCES – Fall 2018 Enrollment Data



Menti Discussion:
Common Misconceptions

Of Graphic Novels/Comics?

http://www.menti.com


× Only children read comics
× Comics are for boys
× People who read comics are nerds, losers, 

dorks, etc.
× No educational or cultural value
× Only portrays superhero and/or action 

narratives







Getz, Trevor R., and Liz Clarke. 
Abina and the Important Men: a 

Graphic History. Oxford 
University Press, 2012, pp. 74.

Satrapi, Marjane. Persepolis: The 
Story of a Childhood. Pantheon 
Books, 2003, p.3.



Medina, Tony. I am Alfonso 
Jones. Illustrated by Stacey 
Robinson and John 
Jennings, Lee & Low Books 
Inc, 2017, pp. 51.

Oima, Yoshitoki. A Silent 
Voice. Translated by Steven 
LeCroy, Kodansha Comics, 
2015.



Franklin, Tee. Bingo Love. 
Illustrated by Jenn St-Onge, 
Image Comics, 2018.



× According to the Oxford English Dictionary, a graphic novel is “a 
full-length (esp. science fiction or fantasy) story published as a 
book in comic-strip format.”

× Visual and textual media in book format that may be a 
collection or a solo work. Often a self-contained story.
× Traditional narratives & experimental works
× Running a gamut of genres









Benefits of graphic 
novels in higher 

education



× What sparked the collaboration?
× Opportunities for organic conversation about hobbies

× Bringing your inner nerd to higher education

× Exposing students to your passions and new mediums
× Getting around stigmas

× Being open to adapting strategies around graphic novels
× Playing to your strengths× Not every idea will be a great one



× Provide an excellent means of transmission and education of values.

× Facilitate the understanding of the surrounding social and cultural 
reality.

× Promote the development of a critical activity in the student’s 
environment.

× Favor collaborative work.

× Instill economic, permanent, accessible, and familiar measures.

× Display striking, attractive, dynamic, entertaining, and motivating 
measures.



× The ability to read, interpret, 
and understand information 
from visual sources; and

× To create, write, and 
produce visual 
representations to 
communicate ideas and 
messages.

× Memes and social media





“Graphic novels rely on the facial expressions and subtle body language of 
characters to supplement dialogue and communicate emotions.”
× Walking Dead, Vol.1  analysis by Robert Kirkman

“We see another example of Barry’s imagination as a child on page 66. In this 
panel, we see Barry imagining her mother as a Gorgon, a fictional monster…By 
imagining her mother as a fictional monster, Barry was able to almost excuse 
her mother’s abusive behavior and blame it all on the fact that she was a 
monster and could not help it, it was then that Barry could begin to love her 
mother.”
× What It Is analysis by Lynda Barry



Menti Discussion:
Beyond collaboration with faculty, 
what are some other ways academic 

libraries can integrate graphic novels 
into the campus culture or 

curriculum?

http://www.menti.com/


Collection
Development

& Circulation



× Making the justification for graphic novels
× Using your faculty and student advocates
× Knowing the community
× Benefits of a graphic novel collection

× How to budget for a graphic novel collection
× Grants are available

× Eisner Graphic Novel Grant
× Penguin Random House Library Awards for Innovation



× Graphic novels make up .002% of our circulating book 
collection
× 106 titles currently on shelf

× 2% of our annual collection development budget has gone 
toward graphic novels
× Average for the past 5 years

× 30% of our graphic novels circulate at least once a year
× Not including in-house use

× Graphic novels made up 20% of our hot titles in 2018-2019
× Up from 12% from 2017-2018



× Upgrade Soul by Ezra Daniels

× What it is by Lynda Barry

× Bone by Jeff Smith

× A Silent Voice by Yoshitoki Oima

× Kindred: a graphic novel adaptation by Damian Duffy

× Saga by Brian Vaughan

× Monstress by Marjorie Liu

× They called us enemy by George Takei

× The handmaid's tale (graphic novel) adaptation by Renee Nault



× Displays
× Outward facing shelves
× Strategic placement in lounge areas
× Classroom and curriculum use
× Social Media/kiosk promotion



Student 
Response



× “Then we come to Daniel’s Upgrade Soul. I will be honest. I did not enjoy this 
book. I do not really care for graphic novels but that is not to say that they 
don’t teach us something. I 100% believe you need to keep this novel in your 
curriculum as it applies to this unit more so than any of the other material.”
× The student admitted this graphic novel challenged his own stereotypes of this medium

× “Although, once I started reading, I realized that Lynda Barry’s masterful 
collaboration of imagery, writing, collage, and storytelling, was becoming 
one of the best books I have ever read. I think that this book is one that 
some people may dislike if they don’t commit themselves to it. It is more 
than a book. It’s a learning experience, and you have to want to learn.”



https://docs.google.com/document/d/1m9UUVKKF2Bp0Akv37PhHfxVtDECAWScuiDwqcSiBUAs/edit?usp=sharing

